At Quo Vadis, we live to travel. We travel every day for our work: designing and perfecting itineraries for both straightforward sightseeing as well as uncharted adventures that encompass a variety of subjects, interest and dreams. Whether your destination is world famous or almost anonymous, rest assured that we at Quo Vadis have been there, and will bring back for you the most extraordinary blueprints – for the most unforgettable journeys.

We have been travelling for a very long time, learning every day and learning also from our clients who are avid travellers themselves.

Our home is the subcontinent and our offices are based in Delhi, Chennai, London and New York, with a network of trusted associates in Bhutan, Nepal and Sri Lanka. We learn most of all from other travellers, who add their experiences to our expertise.

We look forward to welcoming you to slow travel in the Indian subcontinent, imaginatively and meticulously designed just for you.

Reet Hazarika
India’s immense geographical diversity includes the Himalayan mountain range in the north, which forms an imposing natural barrier; the lush eastern Sundarbans fed by both river and sea; a potpourri of dry and wet regions in the south; desert country in the west; and forests, plump rivers and fertile land in the central plains – not to mention the ecological hotspots of the northeast, and numerous attractive beaches.

Add to this some of the most stunning art and architecture in the world, made by millennia of civilisations and through centuries of multicultural influences. To not visit India even once is to have led an incomplete life. At Quo Vadis, we say: come, and then come back.
Geographically one of the world’s most isolated places, the mountain-locked Kingdom of Bhutan is an abode of Eastern mysticism and spirituality, redoubt of Himalayan Buddhism and a showcase of majestic natural beauty. Bhutan has emerged from the myths of ancient and medieval history, and moved steadily into modernity, marked by the gradual transition from monarchic rule to democratic governance. Despite its exposure and popularity in the past few decades, Bhutan’s institutions and culture remain strongly traditional and the spirit of the land is virtually unchanged.

The experience of Bhutan is a true journey back in time.
A magical name for travellers over the centuries, Nepal retains its mystique till today. The tiny country is bordered by the magnificent Himalaya range along the north, crowned by none other than Mount Everest, and the jungles of the Terai to the south. The co-existence of rich Buddhist and Hindu civilisations within its borders, highlighted by ubiquitous stupas and temples, make it a compelling destination. The villages and rice fields terraced into steep mountainsides are among the natural and cultural images that visitors find so alluring, together with the unique attractions enclosed within the Kathmandu valley.
SRI LANKA
Pearl of the Indian Ocean

For centuries, Sri Lanka has captured the imaginations of wayfarers from everywhere, evidenced in the myriad evocative names given to it by travellers of yore: Serendib, Pearl of the Orient, Island of Dharma, and as Marco Polo called it, “the fairest isle”.

This teardrop-shaped island in the Indian Ocean boasts a diverse range of landscapes from golden beaches to rolling hills, deep forests and lush tea plantations. It is especially perfect for adventurers seeking birding, diving, camping and wildlife watching. Sri Lanka is also a destination for those interested in Buddhist culture, as it is home to stunning relics and living stupas that resound with history and meaning, including six UNESCO World Heritage sites.
Distinctive and unduplicated, generally more atmospheric than luxurious, embodying much of the colour, spirit and tradition of the destinations where they are located – our handpicked selection of very special hotels offer you an experience more deeply immersed in a sense of place, adding to the fascination of the journey itself. They include heritage homes in urban centres, colonial bungalows in tea plantations, rural retreats, refurbished forts, guesthouses with an edgy chic and much more.
It could take a lifetime of travel to unravel the unbounded scale and mystique of Indian subcontinent. Our experience enables us to plan unusual and focused travel in consultation with our clients, many of whom are returning travellers and have shared valuable insights. We at Quo Vadis constantly endeavor to bring you itineraries/ tours that bring alive the various compelling aspects of the subcontinent, which venture beyond the well-known, to more remote and fascinating places.
BESPOKE HOLIDAYS
Every traveller is unique, and so is every journey they embark upon. Which is why all of our tours are tailor-made for you. We pride ourselves on our ability to listen to, understand and execute your needs.

SPECIALIST KNOWLEDGE
Quo Vadis has a reputation for meticulous planning, flexibility and attention to detail. The team has over a century of collective expertise, exercised with responsibility, reliability and transparency.

STELLAR ASSOCIATES
We are simply the most knowledgeable travel agency working in the subcontinent, thanks to the wealth of expertise and talent we can offer through our associates.

ATTENTIVE SERVICE
From the moment you begin dreaming of your destination to the moment you have returned home from a deeply rewarding trip, our unobtrusive attention and care are at your service.
“Thank you so much, we have had a fantastic holiday – it all worked so well, everybody was so warm, welcoming, and helpful. We have enjoyed every minute, have no criticism at all, and can’t think how it could possibly be improved! You have a great team, every single person seemed focused on helping us towards a great holiday – perhaps your enthusiasm is very infectious!”

- Ross & Carol

“A huge thank you for your thoughtfulness and meticulous planning. I long to return to India with Quo Vadis. What glorious places we have seen from the grandest to the most humble. I loved them equally... paradise couldn’t better them!”

- Cherry Bretten
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